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CEO LETTER
I am reluctant to keep saying in these pages how great things are, that
business is booming, the local economy leads the nation, etc., but that’s
like saying that sports teams get tired of winning. And no one gets tired
of winning.
Yet we have to recognize that we’re at the center of the technology
universe and we should appreciate the good things it brings, for now.
These are cycles. All cycles end and things turn the other way. With that
said, this cycle is not only more robust than previous cycles, it’s fueled by
tech companies that are not only profitable but many of them are Fortune
500 companies. In the Silicon Valley, it is unique to have so many strong
companies expanding with the velocity they currently are and thus we
are confident that this is contributing to the endurance of this upcycle.
For the foreseeable future, we do not anticipate much disruption to
existing market trends.
Shifting subjects, as most of you know by now, our company was officially
acquired by BGC Partners and we are now a part of Newmark Grubb
Knight Frank (NGKF), changing our brand to Newmark Cornish & Carey.
In my new roles, I will continue to run Newmark Cornish & Carey, which
is still the Northern California group of offices, and I have become NGKF
President of the Western Region and responsible for all of the markets
in the Western Region.
My early priorities are to support and enhance our Southern California
offices and also look north to Portland and Seattle in the Northwest to
grow our operations there.
As a group, we are collectively pleased to be part of NGKF, BGC and Cantor
Fitzgerald. The banking and financial services company was founded

in 1945 as B. G. Cantor and Company -- which
later became Cantor Fitzgerald. Cantor remains
a privately held company but spun off BGC as
BGC Partners. (NASDAQ: BGCP) in 2007. Our
real estate company’s connection to global
financial markets is one of the significant
advantages that we believe we have over our
well-respected competitors.
During our licensing agreement-era with NGKF
and prior to the merger, we enjoyed some
of the benefits of being part of a company
with more than 330 offices worldwide
and 12,000 professionals. And we think it will
only get better. Already a big exporter of Northern
California business to other North American
and International markets, we anticipate
additional outbound and inbound transactional
work that will greatly increase our revenues in
the coming years.
In addition to rebranding, we’re doing things to
make the integration go as smoothly as possibly
while concurrently injecting some serious mojo
into the effort. For example, we recently sent more
than 30 of our younger brokers back to New York
for a high level “boot camp” with Newmark Grubb
Knight Frank and BGC Partners. I can personally
tell you that these “young” professionals came
back highly energized and prepared to bolster
their respective client services at home.

This issue of INSIGHT has another solid
roundup of stories and trends that are shaping
our professional worlds in Northern California.
We’re covering the new Levi Stadium’s impact
on Santa Clara, Fremont’s positioning as
an Innovation Center and San Francisco’s Prop
M cap. We also feature a story on one of our most
accomplished retail brokers, Sean O’Carroll,
and update readers on construction progress at
the massive Transbay Transit Center project in
San Francisco.
It is our hope that these stories, economic
trends, tech trends and statistical data on local
commercial real estate markets provide readers
with both perspective and insight into making
sound real estate decisions that impact your
respective companies, clients and constituents.
Once again and on behalf of the entire
management team at Newmark Cornish & Carey,
we extend our gratitude to all of our staff for the
tremendous energy they put into doing their
jobs, and also our appreciation to clients who
have faith in our ability to meet and exceed their
expectations every day that we represent them.
Sincerely,

Chuck Seufferlein
President & Chief Executive Officer
NEWMARK CORNISH & CAREY
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ECONOMIC TRENDS
JOBS

BANK LENDING INCREASES

SILICON VALLEY’S HOUSEHOLD INCOME TOPS THE STATE AND NATION

NOTHING TO WINE ABOUT

JOBS
The national unemployment rate reached its
lowest level since July 2008 when it dipped twotenths of a point in September to settle at 5.9

boom, Bakersfield (6.4 percent increase, or
257,400 new jobs since 2007).

percent. Payrolls have expanded an average of
227,000 a month through the first nine months
this year, putting 2014 on track to be the strongest

San Luis Obispo (3.4 percent) and San Diego (2.1
percent) are the only other major metro areas in
the state that have added net-new jobs since the
peak of the economy in 2007. All the others are

year of job growth since the late 1990s (!).

in negative territory.
Meanwhile, Dr. Chris Thornberg, a Founding
Principal of Beacon Economics and the guy who
started calling the housing market bubble as early
as 2004, recently told a real estate crowd in Los
Angeles that California added more non-farm jobs
last year than all states that are not called Texas,
posting 356,400 net-new jobs in 2013.
The markets with the greatest job growth
since 2007 through August 2014, according
to Thornberg, are San Francisco (10.5 percent
increase, or 1.11 million jobs), San Jose (8.5
percent increase, or 999,800 new jobs) and
surprisingly – until one considers the energy
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BANK LENDING
INCREASES
Total loans and leases at U.S. commercial banks jumped 6.2 percent higher
than they were a year ago (mid-Sept 2013 to mid-Sept 2014), according to
weekly data published by the Federal Reserve. At the same time in 2013,
loan growth was a meager 2.7 percent up from 2012. Commercial and
industrial lending has led the way, increasing 12.1 percent while commercial
real estate loans were up 7.3 percent. In a sign that the housing market is
just muddling along, overall real estate loans were up only 2.5 percent.

SILICON VALLEY’S
HOUSEHOLD INCOME
TOPS THE STATE AND
NATION
Silicon Valley’s median income (half above, half below) reached $94,572
and is 43 percent greater than the median income in the U.S., according
to recent data published by Joint Venture Silicon Valley. “Silicon Valley”
includes Santa Clara and San Mateo counties.
The nation’s median incomes is $53,291 while California’s is $61,320.
Before popping the bubbly to celebrate the region’s tremendous paydays,
Joint Venture CEO Russell Hancock pointed out in a San Jose Business
Journal article that the loss of middle income jobs is leaving a gap between
six-figure salaries and service-sector jobs that pay less than $30,000 a year.
“You can’t create a ladder big enough to span that chasm. We’re not creating
the support positions, and we’re not making things anymore,” Hancock told
the Journal’s Lauren Hepler.
According to Indeed, a job search website, the average salary of a software
engineer in Silicon Valley as of Oct. 11 this year was $134,000 per year.

NOTHING TO WINE ABOUT
Finally, some upside to our three-year drought. And no, it is not a continuance
to play through the dry fall weather just because you found a natural
rhythm to your golf swing this summer and you don’t want it to end with wet
winter rust.
We’re talking about the expected wine-grape crop and a superb harvest this
season. As it turns out, drought years produce stellar fruit.

After a dry winter (last year) and followed by a mild spring, vineyard managers
were able to control how much water their vineyards received, and the late
summer heat wave allowed the fruit to ripen weeks early and avoid the
damage of a wet autumn, according to the Journal’s story.
To wit, Wine Advocate Inc, tested Northern California Cabernet Sauvignons
in drought years 2012 and 2013, and scored the wines with ratings of 96
for its consumer guide. By comparison, Wine Advocated tested 78 Northern
California Cabs in 2011, a wet year, and rated the wines with a 78.

“This year’s vintage could be one for the ages,” Michael Coats, the owner of
Valerie’s Vineyard in Sonoma County, told the Wall Street Journal.
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LEVI’S STADIUM
DRAMATICALLY TRANSFORMS
CENTRAL SILICON VALLEY
When team executives huddle with public officials to ponder spectacular
new professional sports venues, handicappers can bet the house on one
certain outcome: controversy. Even in the most remote exurban locations,
many locals are bound to lament the inevitable game-day impacts, most
notably congestion.
But when such siting squabbles involve modern stadiums home to National
Football League franchises, sponsors and allies can at least point to some
notable impact-mitigating circumstances. Most NFL teams prefer that their
home fields be used only for pro football, which at most, see action on a
dozen primarily Sunday afternoon games each year (including pre- and
post-season), and hopefully a Super Bowl every decade or two.
A seemingly contradictory argument advocates often pose – as has been
the case with Santa Clara’s just-opened $1.3 billion Levi’s Stadium – is that
sports stadiums can be reliable economic generators. Acting as magnetic
anchors of entire business districts, they may well spawn considerable
additional development and related commercial activity – beyond all those
temporary construction and weekly game-day jobs.
Generally speaking, however, real-world experiences surrounding suburban
NFL stadiums built in recent decades don’t support that theory. That
historical record shouldn’t come as much of a surprise: how much business
can landlords and tenants realistically expect from crowds that gather on
occasional Sundays during late-summer and fall, and maybe a select
Saturday college game or two?
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But then again, while Levi’s might be 40-some
miles from the San Francisco 49ers’ namesake
city, Silicon Valley is far from your typical 21st
Century suburb. City planning here has trended
toward higher density locating employment
facilities near multi-housing developments and
support retail – all conveniently accessible via
mass-transit systems, or ideally walking.
To wit as team and city officials devised plans
for the venue over much of the past decade,
the emerging vision has Levi’s co-anchoring a
dense new downtown district along with a pair of
adjacent attractions: California’s Great America
theme park (especially) and the Santa Clara
Convention Center.
And for those who have followed recent (ahem)
developments pertaining to that very vision are
aware, plans for the district’s signature mixeduse mega-project have quickly expanded into an
8 million-square-foot mini-city costing perhaps
$6.5 billion over a couple decades. Known at
least for now as City Place Santa Clara, the
commercial-heavy development slated for 215 or
more acres across (north of) Tasman Drive from
the stadium would ultimately be home to some
23,000 workers on sites now mostly occupied by
a municipal golf course and the PAL BMX Track.
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The stadium is spawning additional high-impact development plans. Niners
legend Joe Montana is teaming with a prominent national player on an
adjacent mixed-use project heavy on lodging and entertainment. Reflecting
the local economy’s ongoing technology-driven strength, the 68,500-seat
stadium – which debuted with the Niners’ Sept. 14 loss to the Chicago
Bears – continues to impact the building out of good-sized office parks in
the immediate district.
As might be expected given City Place’s pre-anointment as a festive focal
point for the city, its far-flung first phase, as currently envisioned, amounts
to something of an 89-acre town center, featuring as much as 1 million
square feet of highly diverse retail spaces, along with hotels, offices and
apartments. Those elements are to be arranged into various districts and
corridors, interspersed with plazas and other open spaces – and perhaps
a performing arts center.

Levi’s Stadium

“Since the 1960s when we lost the vibrancy that once supported our historic
downtown, Santa Clarans have longed for a city center where residents
can work, shop, dine and enjoy sports and cultural entertainment,” Santa
Clara Mayor Jamie Matthews noted recently in announcing an extension
of exclusive negotiations between the city and City Place’s lead developer.
The development team is headed by Related California, the regional
affiliate of New York’s Related Cos. – which is chaired by mega-developer
Stephen Ross, who also happens to own the NFL’s Miami Dolphins. Related
California’s president Bill Witte and associates have been negotiating with
city officials over a 99-year lease of the planned seven-phase project’s
underlying acreage, and could have work under way by the time Levi’s
hosts the 2016 Super Bowl.
Current plans have the second phase likewise featuring a strategically
entwined mix of uses – probably more apartments and offices, a multiplex
cinema and perhaps additional retail space. But reflecting the core drivers
of Silicon Valley’s economy, additional phases would most likely be devoted
almost entirely to employment space – to the tune of another 5 million
square feet or more.
Given Santa Clara’s interest in increasing density in appropriate locations
while also assuring that citizens have access to parks and other open space,
it’s no surprise that city officials and a deep-pocketed urban developer would
need years to hammer out an acceptable development agreement for the
large city-owned swath, observes veteran Valley land-use expert Mike Brand,
who has advised the city frequently over the decades.
Meanwhile, the useful lives of lower-density and industrial-use structures
are inevitably compressing amid central Silicon Valley’s urbanization,
site scarcity, higher-intensity rezoning and rising costs, noted the
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Newmark Cornish & Carey Executive Vice President & Partner in INSIGHT’s
Fall 2012 issue.
For instance, “Super Joe’s” Montana Property Group is teaming with Los
Angeles-based real estate powerhouse Lowe Enterprises to develop a $400
million mixed-use complex on 9.5 under-utilized acres smack between Levi’s
and City Place’s first phase: i.e., along the north side of Tasman immediately
across from the stadium and adjacent soccer fields.
The 730,000-foot complex, also slated for city-owned parcels, will almost
certainly include a strategically located hotel – whether or not it opens in time
for the Super Bowl. And Montana himself is expected to house one of his
themed restaurants among the substantial dining, retail and entertainment
offerings. The complex dubbed Centennial Gateway will likewise include a
sizable office building or two.
Illustrating how a stadium’s needs for massive surface parking can interfere
with nearby development plans, a dispute earlier this summer threatened
to at least delay, if not outright alter, Centennial Gateway. The 49ers had
claimed that having the development share its parking facilities on game
days alone wouldn’t be enough to meet the city’s overall promises for having
a minimum number of spaces available for stadium use every day.

The at least temporary resolution of this dilemma means one of the city’s
biggest-ever planned private developments won’t go forward any time soon.
Rather than develop what was once envisioned as a 3 million-square-foot
campus, Yahoo! Inc. will allow parking on 48 acres a few blocks west of the
stadium – on acreage it purchased for a reported $113 million in 2006 when
its projected space needs were more substantial.
Nevertheless, given the tech sector’s ongoing growth and preference
for Silicon Valley’s Golden Triangle, it comes as perhaps little surprise
that well-heeled developers continue constructing modern office space
along the Great America Parkway corridor near Levi’s and the district’s
other attractions.

leasing two-thirds of the first 600,000-foot office phase and Whole Foods
reportedly committed to anchor 125,000 feet of retail space.
Silicon Valley heavyweights Sobrato Cos. and Menlo Equities likewise have
large office projects in planning just south along the corridor. Meanwhile,
high-profile local Barry Swenson Builders ,in partnership with Wichita’s TMH
Hotels, got a jump on other planned hotels in the district earlier this year
when they opened the 107-unit TownePlace Suites by Marriott just south of
the Bayshore across from Santa Clara Square.

The Irvine Co. is particularly active, launching the initial phase of its Santa
Clara Square to the south while continuing to attract tenants to its Santa
Clara Gateway to the north. Thanks in part to its recent approximately
60,000-square-foot transaction with newly public Arista Networks, the
Irvine-headquartered behemoth’s 911,000-foot Gateway development just
south of Highway 237 has surpassed the 70 percent leased mark.
And down where Great America hits the Bayshore Freeway, Irvine Co.
has just finished assembling the entire site of its 1.2 million square-foot
Santa Clara Square project. Activity is strong there as well, with Ericsson pre-
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FREMONT’S INNOVATION
DISTRICT REFLECTS
GLOBAL TREND
Fremont Community Profile
2014 Population:
224,336 (Santa Clara County: 1.8 million;
California: 38.3 million)
Median household income:
$106,127 (Santa Clara County: $101,006;
California: $61,400)
Homeownership rate:
63.7 percent (Santa Clara County: 58.7 percent;
California: 56 percent)
Land area:
77.5 square miles
Bachelor’s degree or higher, people aged 25+:
49.5 percent (Santa Clara County: 45.2 percent;
California: 30.5 percent)
Sources:
U.S. Census Bureau; city of Fremont;
independent Insight research
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What is ‘clean tech?’

Industries focused on improving: energy efficiency in buildings, machines,
engines, industrial processes and the electric grid; energy storage;
alternative energy creation, including wind and solar power, and solarcell manufacturing; water efficiency; recycling and waste disposal; land
rehabilitation and ecological restoration.
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FREMONT’S INNOVATION DISTRICT
REFLECTS GLOBAL TREND

Fremont, Calif.—In July, the Fremont City Council took a historic vote:
It embraced a 30-year plan to transform one of the Bay Area’s largest
remaining undeveloped tracts of land into an “innovation district” for up
to 20,000 workers.
Elevated by next-generation carmaker Tesla Motors Inc. and propelled by
a new $900 million commuter-rail stop, the suburban city seeks to build
more than 11 million square feet of modern workplaces and a business
culture geared to conceive, create and produce groundbreaking products
and services.
Fremont is a 20th century economic success. Its worker population swells
daily to equal its resident population of more than 217,000, according to
the Urban Land Institute. It has more than 30 green-tech and approximately
80 biotech and medical-device companies and the largest concentration
of research and development buildings—19 million square feet—on
the East Bay’s Interstate 880 corridor, according to Newmark Cornish &
Carey research.
But the 21st century has opened with a celebration of the urban city as
a superior quality of life and an ideal business-innovation platform. With
its sea of single-family housing, 1980s-era industrial buildings and flat
skyline, the southeast Silicon Valley community seems far adrift in its 20th
century suburbs.
ThermoFisher Scientific
bought a 22-acre parcel
from Union Pacific
in 2012 and recently
completed a 275,000
facility near the Tesla
plant in Fremont’s Warm
Springs district, close to
Mission Boulevard and
the I-880 intersection.
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With the new land plan, encompassing 879 acres, Fremont leaders start a
bridge to the 21st century. Their strategy is coalescing around an existing
cluster of clean-technology companies, the city’s increased regional
connectivity via the new transit station, and an emerging international
template for new-job creation: the innovation district.
Cities from Barcelona, Spain, to Cambridge, Mass., are illustrating
how existing economic strengths such as large corporations, research
institutions and mass transit can be amplified with purposeful land-use,
space planning, architecture and—most primarily—targeted programming
to draw workers from across companies and industries together, to interact
and coin ideas.
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The rise of the innovation districts within cities
reflects the millennial generation’s growing
influence. But it also mirrors change in corporate
attitudes about innovation, writes The Brookings
Institution’s Bruce Katz, co-author of a recent
influential report on the innovation district.
Rather than isolate their smartest researchers in
a secure campus in the ‘burbs, “a closed model
of innovation,” “innovation firms … (are moving)
… toward a more open and collaborative model,”
he said.

Steve Kapp

In June, when Tesla’s Elon Musk announced,
“Tesla will not initiate patent lawsuits against
anyone who, in good faith, wants to use our
technology,” he epitomized the trend. Google has
adopted this as well, Katz said, with corporate
real estate stakes in urban London, New York
and Pittsburgh where such ecosystems are
developing.
“If it works, I think the innovation district is
going to be a fantastic thing for Fremont,” said
Steve Kapp, a senior vice president for Newmark
Cornish & Carey who specializes in landlord
representation in the city.
Much of Fremont’s current research and
development building stock is geared to traditional
Silicon Valley industry. That includes technologyrelated manufacturing and light assembly of such
products as laptops and printed circuit boards.
Tenant demand has changed, Kapp said.
Today’s work more often consists of office-based
research and development. Competition for the
best talent has created a “Google or Apple effect”
on corporate real estate. “Something new allows
you to compete,” Kapp said. “It’s not just the
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amenities, it’s the energy efficiency and lighting,
the design—with gymnasiums, full-service
cafés and outdoor eating spaces—features that
weren’t present in the 1980s.”
The transition is already fueling a construction
boom with seven million square feet of office/
R&D space under development or proposed in
the East Bay, the biggest surge since the 1990s,
he said.
Fremont reaches for a very familiar Bay Area
government tool—the seemingly unending
demand for housing—to begin to create the
district’s mood with a new street grid, public
plazas, bike and walking trails. With nearly $600
million in combined infrastructure costs and city
and local government fees, at real estate’s current
market values, the innovation plan stretches from
feasible to far-fetched, according to a financing
strategy conceived by Oakland-based Economic
& Planning Systems Inc.
Ultimately, the city hopes to attract nearly four
million square feet of Class A office development,
for instance, a property type that it has none of
right now and that rents are far from supporting.
The high-density housing and place-making
it should bring will be the first efforts toward
creating an environment where those rents can
be achieved, said urban economist Teifion RiceEvans, an EPS principal who helped prepare the
financing strategy. “We all knew that it was going
to be a reach,” he said.

So far the housing strategy looks to be a good
one: three homebuilders have agreed to buy
the parcels where up to 4,000 new multifamily
homes are allowed. They are expected to file
development applications with the city at any
time. National homebuilder Lennar Corp. has
agreed to acquire 112 acres from Union Pacific
Corp. (the largest tract) and is expected to build
2,000 homes in addition to commercial offices
and retail, financing construction of a new “grand
boulevard,” Innovation Way.
The Fremont Innovation District is the antithesis
of much of Silicon Valley’s land use now,
which still renders relatively isolated corporate
campuses or nearly single-industry towns such
as Apple Inc. in Cupertino and Google Inc. in
Mountain View, said Riki Nishimura, director of
urban strategies for Woods Bagot architects in
San Francisco. “Every company creates its own
environment, and it is all internalized,” he said.
The result is a loss in creative output, which
affects not only the companies but also the
communities in which they reside, he said. “But
if you took Google, Microsoft and Facebook and
put them all in an innovation district—a city
within a city—you can imagine the wealth of
information that could come together to create
the next thing,” he said. That’s the potential of
what Fremont is doing.

Tesla provides an anchoring foundation for the
district, he said, but it uses an older factory. To
really prove the feasibility of first-class offices,
another high-profile anchor that requires the
product could do wonders.
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SEAN O’CARROLL’S
CAREER YEAR

Newmark Cornish & Carey Vice President Sean
O’Carroll won the Association of Silicon Valley
Brokers (ASVB) Award for Top Retailer Producer
in the Spring of 2014 for his production in 2013.
A Newmark Cornish & Carey veteran since 2000,
INSIGHT caught up with the Santa Clara-based
O’Carroll to talk about his career year.
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You won the Association of Silicon Valley
Brokers Award for Top Retail Producer in
2013 – what were some of the deals you
did last year that helped garner
that award?

A bunch of tenant rep deals came together seemingly at once, although
of course that is almost never the case, and it just ended up being a great
year. Six of them were in the Greater Bay Area for Ulta Beauty (about
10,000 square feet each), three deals involved Panera Bread (in Mt. View,
Santa Clara and Daly City), but the real reason that 2013 popped is that we
represented Chase Bank on over 15 deals in the South Bay.
In addition I represented the landlord’s side in deals with dd’s DISCOUNTS
(a more affordable Ross concept) in a 25,000-square-foot lease in East San
Jose as well as a deal with Ashley Furniture – a national retailer, in about
43,000 square feet of space in Milpitas.
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“New pizza concepts are leading the quick
service restaurant industry’s explosion.”

What’s hot in retail
right now?

What’s not so hot in retail
right now?

New pizza concepts are leading the quick service
restaurant industry’s explosion. It’s almost like
you can’t build the space fast enough. “Interactive
service” is the food industry buzzword for the
“customize your pizza with the ingredients you
like” trend that is sweeping the nation and the
Bay Area. Big chains are getting in on it and
others are emerging. For example, Chipotle
is backing Pizzeria Locale and Pizza Hut has
Fresh Pick. Other chains include Pizza Society,
MOD Pizza, Pieology, Project Pie, PizzaRev,
Blaze Pizza, 800 Degrees and Live Basil. For
almost every project you look at now, there is
a QSR (quick service restaurant) pizza concept
on the plan.

There isn’t as much Dollar Store interest as there
has been, probably because of a likely merger
in that category. We could see some sites come
back on the market, in fact. Also, we are seeing
consolidation in the office products category.

A couple years ago we wrote about the
explosion of burger restaurants and now it is
pizza. Have the ‘burger wars’ slowed down?
Burgers are still going strong. You have Five
Guys, Habit, Smash Burger, Roam Artisan
Burgers, The Counter Burger…they are all in
the market with more to come. LA’s Fatburger
opened its first location on King Road in San Jose
in mid-September and is planning another dozen
stores in the Bay Area.

About a year ago the local
Business Journal did a great
story on all the shopping
centers undergoing
significant rehab work or
total renovation of these
centers. Update us on some
of these trends.
Santa Clara Town Center at Scott Blvd. and El
Camino Real in Santa Clara is shaping up to be
an amazing renovation with a totally new look.
Byers Properties replaced a long-vacant Mervyns
space with a new Target that is opening this year.
Sprouts Farmers Market has already opened in a
new space. The center has a really nice Missionstyle architecture. It’s really attractive and it is
going to re-energize that corner.

What new retail projects
are in the works,
especially close to
completion and opening?
Almaden Ranch in San Jose finally signed their
deal with Bass Pro Shops, which I understand is
trying to open by the end of 2015. It is the first
Bass Pro in a very metropolitan area. The closest
one is in Manteca. Newmark Cornish & Carey
represents the landlord on this project and we are
working on attracting tenants to the shop space
now. Also, Main Street Cupertino at Stevens
Creek and Tantau Avenue is under construction
and deals are being negotiated. And the Irvine
Company is going to build about 120,000 square
feet at Augustine Drive and Bowers Avenue in
Santa Clara, right across the street from one
million square feet of new office space they are
currently building. Called SC Square, the retail
center looks like it has a 40,000-square-foot
grocery anchor and four restaurant pads on the
corner. Word is that Whole Foods is taking the
space and the shop rental rates may reach a high
for the valley.

Sean O’Carroll

But it is not just food retail. I’d say fitness and
health clubs are pretty active, too. For example,
LA Fitness, which wisely does business as City
Sport in Northern California, is looking for space
in the 40,000-square-foot range. We are working
with UFC Gym looking for Bay Area locations and
recently signed a deal at Wolfe Road and Reed
Avenue in Sunnyvale in former Safeway space,
for 33,500 square feet. That club will be opening
any day now. We are also representing Crunch
Fitness, which typically looks for a slightly smaller
footprint of 17,000-to-23,000 square feet.
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Sean O’Carroll (L) with Jeff Burrill, President of
Pangenera LLC, a franchisee of Panera Bread.
Pangenera owns and operates 14 Panera
Bread locations in Santa Clara and San Mateo
Counties, including this restaurant at Village
Oaks shopping centers in San Jose (near
Highway 85 and Cottle Road).

Why is working in the retail sector a good
fit for you as a person?
I like knowing ahead of time what’s coming to the neighborhood. Retail has
an impact on our lives at a human level, perhaps more so than office and
R&D brokerage. Plus you are never bored. I like doing deals and no two
situations are alike.

Speaking of rents, what are retail rents
doing in general, and why? Is there some
disparity between rent trends with Class A
properties vs. B and C?
There has never been a wider delta between Class A rates and B/C. The
retailers who are expanding are focused on locating in centers with ‘dailyneeds generators’, such as grocery and drug stores, and they usually end
up competing for the best shop and pad spaces. The tenants we represent
analyze more information than they ever have before during site selection.
In addition to demographics for a site and traffic counts, they are evaluating
sites based on competitors’ sales volumes compared to other markets. They
want sales comps where we can get them. This analysis leads them to the
same locations and has your better food and shop users all competing for
the same limited Class A locations. All this drives up the rent. Shop space is
starting at $60 on every deal now. Irvine’s SC Square is going to be higher.
This is happening throughout the immediate Bay Area.
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Can you identify any retail trends to keep
an eye out for as we roll into
next year?
We’re seeing so much mixed use retail now, and much of it is built below
apartment and office projects. Cities are forcing the developers to build
ground-floor retail so the activity isn’t necessarily market driven. We’ll have
to see how it plays out. Most likely, it will work in some places and projects
where they have good accessibility and visibility but not in others.

What is one of your new projects?
Speaking of mixed use! We are marketing 6,573 square feet of retail at W.
Santa Clara and S. Market streets – basically the corner of Main and Main, in
downtown San Jose. It’s the ground floor below 312 apartments that Essex
Property Trust is building.

Other than spending time with your family,
what do you like to do for fun?
Mountain biking and skiing are my favorite past times, though I recently was
lucky enough to go on a fly fishing trip in Montana and it was a blast. When
you are doing it, you are totally engrossed in the river, the current, looking
for fish, casting. So now I would have to say fly fishing, too.

How did you get in the real estate business
in general and how did your career become
centered on retail real estate?
I was in my late 20s and selling pharmaceuticals on salary and small bonus.
I didn’t think I would ever make enough money to buy a house in Silicon
Valley. I had a friend at Meacham Oppenheimer and he told me that retail
real estate brokerage was an easy business. Not true! But I joined Meacham
Oppenheimer in 1989/1990 and came over to Cornish & Carey in 2000.
The first couple of years were tough. I still remember going to church and
praying that I had made the right career choice.

You played football at San Jose State
University and also graduated with a
Bachelor’s degree in business. It’s not
news that accomplished collegiate
athletes often have successful careers in
commercial real estate – it happens here
and all over the country. What are some of
the common character traits in sport and
brokerage?
Sports and business are both competitive by nature and you have to work
hard to achieve your goals. The team environment from football teaches you
to get along with different personality types and people from very different
places. In football, you meet guys that grew up on ranches in the Central
Valley and also guys from some pretty rough urban communities. Brokerage
is mostly a solo enterprise, but having that experience of working together as
a football team despite coming from different backgrounds makes it easier
to connect with almost everyone.
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LIFESTYLES ARE DRIVING TRENDS
IN THE FOOD RETAIL INDUSTRY
Our lives are on the go. Half of all website
searches now happen on hand-held phones.
In mid-September, Apple said it hit a record in
first-day, pre-order sales of iPhone 6 – 4 million
phones were sold in the first 24 hours.
So it’s with little surprise that the Quick Service
Restaurant (QSR) industry, which is fueled
by our hyper-mobile lifestyles, is carrying the
restaurant business. In the recent four years,
QSR is the only segment of the restaurant
industry that experienced growth as measured
by (human) traffic counts (see opposite page
chart). Midscale restaurants, Casual Dining and
Fine Dining each experienced declines in traffic
from June 2010 through June 2014, reports The
NPD Group Inc., a market research group based
in Port Washington, NY.

restaurant locations! Revenue has grown from $6
billion in 1970 to $160 billion last year, an 8.6%
annualized rate, according to Franchise Help.
In 2012, DoSomething.org -- an organization for
young people and social change, published a
paper called “Facts on American Eating Habits.”
A few highlights:
•

20% of American meals are eaten in the car.

•

Americans spend 10% of their disposal income on fast food every year.

•

52% of people polled said it was easier to do their taxes than to figure out how to eat healthy.

•

At least 1 in 4 people eat some type of fast food every day.

“Fast Food” was added to the Merriam-Webster
dictionary in 1951 and U.S. fast food companies
are now franchised in over 100 countries. In

However and increasingly, fast food restaurants
are also losing market share to “fast casual”
restaurants, a relative newcomer in the restaurant
space. In fact, interactive pizza restaurants are

the U.S. alone there are over 200,000 fast food

part of the new fast-casual trend.
Sources: The NDP Group
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SAN FRANCISCO
BRUSHES UP AGAINST
ITS BUILDING CAP
PROP M AT A GLANCE
•

Passed by San Francisco voters in 1986, the San Francisco Planning Department
created “The Office Development Annual Limit,” which is typically shortened
to “Annual Limit.”

•

The Annual Limit Program aims to ensure a manageable rate of new development
and to guard against typical “boom and bust” cycles, among other goals
(according to Planning Department documents).

•

The law stipulates that up to 75,000 gross square feet (gsf) is reserved for
Small Allocation projects (projects with between 25,000 and 49,999 gsf of office
space) each year.

•

875,000 gsf is available for Large Allocation projects (projects with at least
50,000 gsf of office space).

•

Office space not allocated in a given year is carried over to subsequent years.

•

A total of 950,000 gsf of office development potential becomes available for
allocation in each approval period, which begins on October 17th every year.

•

The Planning Department website states there are 2,156,082 gsf of pending
projects and 9,085,398 gsf of pre-application projects (this means over 9 million
square feet are in various stages of the application process while over 2 million
square feet have filed for development consideration under the Prop M umbrella).
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•

As of July 29, 2014, for Large Allocation projects there were 2,049,774 square
feet available under the Prop M umbrella.

•

By previous development agreements, Mission Bay is exempt from Prop M.

Now that you’ve digested the numbers and haven’t confused them with the
on-base-percentages, slugging percentages and related data about your
favorite players from the latest World Series games, much less mixed up
Prop M numbers with the top 25 ranked college football teams as we get
into the second half of the college football season, you’re scratching your
head and wondering, what does this all mean?
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First of all, it doesn’t mean the sky is falling but it does appear that city
planners will approve enough projects in the coming year to hit the city’s cap
on large office developments by October of 2015. San Francisco approved
3.6 million square feet of offices in 2012 and 2013, which absorbed much
of the carried over space from slower building periods between 2002 and
2012/2013. And there is nearly that amount in the pipeline and ready
for approval.
At its peak, during the period from October 2012 to October 2013, the city
had an adjusted Annual Limit of 5,106,402 square feet of available, buildable
office space for large cap offices under Prop M, according to a memo shared
with INSIGHT by Corey Teague, Assistant Zoning Administrator, AICP, LEED
AP, Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco. Teague’s memo
was prepared July 31 this year and presented to the Planning Commission
on August 7.
When we spoke with Teague, the biggest questions we had were about the
selection criteria for how and which projects get selected when pressed
against the cap and had Prop M ever been tested before (yes is the answer
to that, in the late 1980s and again in the late 1990s).
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Teague explained that projects are reviewed in a competitive pool, rather
than individually one at a time and, contrary to popular opinion, the selection
process is not extraordinarily weighted on design and aesthetics.

HELLO SUPPLY.
MEET DEMAND.

In a metropolis of approximately 75 million
square feet of office space, net demand equals
about 6.5 percent of the current supply.

“Design is one of the elements, yes,” said Teague. “That’s why so many
peopled coined the selection process a ‘beauty contest.’ But other factors are
equally important, including access to public transportation, environmental
factors, even how wind could affect a building’s movement,” said Teague.

Now that we’ve covered the Prop M basics, we
asked the San Francisco office of Newmark
Cornish & Carey for some insight on demand for
office space in the City. The answers:

How this will impact plans by developers that are not in the front of the queue
remains to be seen. San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee has been quoted in the San
Francisco Business Times saying that the city is considering allowing space
that converted from office to residential uses back into the Prop M allocation.

5,923,100 square feet of approximate demand
for office space in San Francisco.

The perceived threat of demand substantially
exceeding supply in San Francisco has spurred
a leasing frenzy of sorts, with companies
committing to leases as space becomes
available, according to Newmark Cornish & Carey
Managing Director Mike Taquino.

And INSIGHT has heard from local sources that one very prominent, East
Coast-based though regionally active developer would rather switch plans
from highrise office to highrise residential – to avoid the Prop M competition.
The thinking goes, according to the source, that there is as much demand
for residential dwelling units as there is office space. Internal returns on
investment between the two product types may differ, but if you have a
land site locked up in the current environment, and if the location could
work equally well for offices as it would apartments or condos….why not
build residential?

Of which the companies on the Tenants in the
Market list occupy approximately 1,173,712
square feet.
Which means there is an approximate
net demand for 4,749,388 square feet of
office space.

“Market sentiment always plays a factor as
it relates to activity, but in San Francisco we
add a layer that is politically dictated, by such
measures as Prop M. Not all of that 5 million
square feet of demand will pan out, of course,
but if there is a perception of scarcity, the market
acts accordingly,” Taquino said.
“One thing is certain, however, and that is
that rents will continue to escalate as we start
reaching the Prop M cap,” he added.

Mike Taquino
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NEWMARK
CORNISH & CAREY
SPONSORS THE
SAN RAFAEL
TWILIGHT CRITERIUM

This is “What the heck was that?” followed by
“$#!* Here they come again!”
And for that lethargic forty seconds the riders
are out of sight on the backside of the course,
American cycling’s most renowned voice and
analyst, Dave Towle, is breaking down every
nuance of what’s happening before your eyes.
And your blood is racing as local celebrity DJ Just
pumps Afrojack and Pretty Lights through your
veins...and you have a beverage in your hand.
And a cowbell in the other...

Professional cycling came to downtown San
Rafael and Newmark Cornish & Carey was a
proud participating sponsor. The late July race
circled 4th Street, D Street, 5th Avenue and A
Street. Managing Director Haden Ongaro and
Senior Associate Mark Carrington were on hand
to watch the action. And the action was intense.

This is a party. This is a nightclub on wheels,
outdoors, under streetlights as dusk falls on an
idyllic cityscape of Northern California in the
summertime. This is one of the best annual
events in all the Bay Area.”

To describe it, we give you the copy from the
promotional materials associated with the event:
“Listen, this is criterium racing. This isn’t waiting
for two hours to see guys pass in 10 seconds.
This isn’t a TV commentator trying to add color
to a grueling 8% grade climb through the Alps.
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TECH TALK
FROM THE SUSTAINABILITY DESK: MEASURE IT, MONITOR IT, TELL YOUR CUSTOMERS AND CONSTITUENTS ABOUT IT!

IRELAND MOVES TO CLOSE A TECH FRIENDLY TAX BREAK

TOP SMARTPHONE PLAYERS GET STRONGER

TARGET OPENS TECH HUB IN SILICON VALLEY
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FROM THE SUSTAINABILITY DESK:
MEASURE IT, MONITOR IT, TELL YOUR
CUSTOMERS AND CONSTITUENTS
ABOUT IT!
designed to engage and educate the viewer by
telling the story of the organization’s commitment
to lowering its carbon footprint.
McKereghan has over two decades of
management experience in marketing, operations
and engineering for startup and Fortune 500
firms. Most recently she held a management
post with Fat Spaniel Technologies, a leading
provider of renewable energy performance
monitoring services. She co-founded Tangerine+
with Jenifer Bacon, who comes from a diverse
background in digital graphics and was one of
the early employees at Fat Spaniel. Bacon started
working with digital multimedia from the birth of
the industry in the 1980s.

Dynamically-updated visual
displays of your company’s
commitment to sustainability
That’s the simple premise of Tangerine+, a San
Jose-based startup that just introduced its first
commercial product, which is a cloud-based,
digital display that demonstrates a company’s
commitment to energy efficiency, alternative
energy and the environment.
Whether it is presented on a TV-like monitor that
is anchored by a kiosk inside a business lobby
or shown on an iPad in a client meeting,
Tangerine+ converts data from sustainable
energy systems, including rooftop solar systems,
energy control devices and other technologies
and displays the information in terms that the
average person can understand.
For example, a company may capture the bulk of
the energy it uses from a solar system on its roof,
but employees, clients and other constituents
don’t necessarily know what it means, until they
see the screen that says: 120 Metric Tons (of
carbon dioxide saved by the system).
“We’re a technology company first, and a
marketing facilitator secondly,” explains
Tangerine+ CEO Nancy McKereghan.
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We caught up with Newmark Cornish & Carey’s
Sherry Gubera, LEED AP and Vice President in
the company’s Santa Clara office, for her take
on the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
movement. The author of the Newmark Cornish
& Carey Green Handbook – A Guide to Almost
Everything You Wanted to Know, Gubera told
INSIGHT that for some companies, elevating
their commitment to sustainable best practices
is both cultural and strategic.

Nancy McKereghan

Sherry Gubera

“We’re at this inflection-point in which companies
want to do the right thing and the economics to
pursue the use of alternative energy and related
technologies are coming into alignment. It’s
not just concern for climate change -- rather,
companies want to do more than just mention
their sustainability practices in their annual
reports. They genuinely want to be leaders as
corporate citizens,” Gubera said.

Iconic Silicon Valley companies such as Adobe
Systems and VMware have been so committed
to sustainability that it has become part of their
corporate strategy, she added.
To this point, McKereghan said “In the eyes
of many a tech worker, the Corporate Social
Responsibility movement is not just a perk,
but an expectation.” She expects companies
to use Tangerine+ products as yet another
recruiting tool.
Tangerine+ charges $250-$500 for annual
hosting and maintenance while its lobby kiosks
go for about $5,000 as a one-time fee. After
Tangerine+ completes its early pilot programs
with its first clients, INSIGHT will publish screen
shots of those kiosk images in future issues of
the magazine.

“Our goal is to dynamically communicate the
commitment and progress of our corporate clients
to the community by transforming scientific data
into something on a scale that is meaningful
to people. We don’t provide the customer’s
messaging but we give them the metered data,
design and physical components so that our
systems become a branded communications
tool that conveys their commitment to Corporate
Social Responsibility,” McKereghan added.
By integrating real-time data from renewable
sources and control systems, the displays bring
information to viewers in a timely, dynamic and
measurement-based fashion. The views are
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IRELAND MOVES
TO CLOSE A TECH
FRIENDLY TAX
BREAK
An American golfer playing in Ireland asks
his caddie:
“Can I get there with a five iron?”
“Eventually,” the caddie answers.
Ireland’s recent announcement to eliminate a tax
loophole that allows tech companies like Google
Inc. and Facebook to funnel non-U.S. profits
to offshore tax havens such as Bermuda or
the Cayman Islands reminds us of the caddie’s
joke, because the law won’t be enforced until
the end of 2020, stated Irish Finance Minister
Michael Noonan (as published in a Wall Street
Journal article).
Ireland declared it would change its tax code so
that Irish-registered companies be taxed as Irish
residents within six years, thus slowly ending
a tax optimization structure known in finance
circles as the “Double Irish.”
The Double Irish uses a twist in Irish law to send
royalty payments for intellectual property from
one Irish-registered subsidiary to another that
resides for tax purposes in a country with no
corporate income taxes. The intellectual property
focus is the reason why so many tech companies
have been able to take advantage of the loophole.
Ireland’s decision to amend its tax laws follows
pressure from other governments and the
European Union to update tax rules written
before the explosion of the Internet. Mr. Noonan
was quoted in the Journal as saying that “the
country would never budge on its low 12.5%
corporate tax rate.”
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The Journal reported that companies including
Facebook, VMware, LinkedIn Corp. and Microsoft
Corp. have used the tax structures and reported
them in corporate filings. In 2012, Google used
the structure to send $11.2 billion in royalties to
a Bermuda-based company registered in Ireland.

TOP
SMARTPHONE
PLAYERS GET
STRONGER
Jack Welch would be proud. Of Google and
Apple, that is, for taking his GE strategy
to heart and only be in a business sector if you
can dominate it, or be a competitive second
in that respective industry by market share
and revenue.
Already market leaders (by a long shot)
in cellphone platforms, Google Inc.’s Android
and Apple Inc.’s IOS lead got a little wider this
summer when the top two firms combined
to grab 96.4 percent of global smartphone
shipments in the second quarter, up from 92.6
percent a year earlier.

TARGET OPENS
TECH HUB IN
SILICON VALLEY
In August, Target Corp. opened a technology hub
in Sunnyvale as the Minneapolis retailer geared
up for broader data analytics and engineering
and ways to enhance it digital products. The
story was originally reported by the Minneapolis
St. Paul Business Journal and completed by
the local Star Tribune, which reported that the
original 15 employees occupying the space could
grow to 70.
The Silicon Valley tech hub differs from Target’s
recently-opened technology innovation center
in San Francisco that seeks out companies to
help Target’s tech ventures. We checked with our
local business journal reporter, Nathan DonatoWeinstein, for the scoop on Target’s Sunnyvale
lease. He said Target did a three-year deal on the
first floor of 100 Mathilda Avenue, taking 8,100
square feet in a sublease from GoDaddy.

Microsoft Corp.’s Windows share fell to 2.5
percent of the total compared with 3.4 percent
in 2Q2013, while Blackberry Ltd. shipments
dropped to 0.5 percent from 2.8 percent at the
mid-way point of last year.
Android has the much greater slice of the pie
with 255.3 million devices shipped worldwide in
the second quarter. Apple shipped 35.2 million
iPhones in the quarter, according to IDC.
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FEATURED LISTINGS

SIGNIFICANT TRANSACTION:
BOX AT CROSSING/900
In September of this year, Box Inc., represented Ben Stern
and Matt Winters of Newmark Cornish & Carey, signed
a 12 year lease for the complete 334,000 square feet of
office space now under construction at Crossing/900 in
downtown Redwood City.
Box has expanded their operations and their office space
four times in its existence, with the most recent being the
leasing of its headquarters at 4440 El Camino Real, in
2011. Box has been growing by leaps and bounds and
needed to find a bigger home for some time, said Stern.
In January 2013, Box counted 689 staffers and that
number ballooned to 1,016 as of April 2014, according to
a securities filing.
Box will take over the two-building complex at 900
Middlefield in phases, occupying the first 226,000 square
foot building in the third quarter of 2015 and the second
108,000 square foot building in early 2017, Box executives
said and as reported by the Silicon Valley Business Journal.

500 SANTANA ROW,
NOW UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

Federal Realty Investment Trust announced
the start of construction on 500 Santana
Row, a 232,000 square-foot LEED-Gold office
building, represented by Randy Gabrielson, Todd
Shaffer and Tracey Solari. The 6-story structure,
featuring 39,000 square-foot floorplates and
modern architecture, offers for the first time a
large Class A office building within the iconic
Santana Row mixed-use community.
“500 Santana Row’s expansive floorplates,
high ceilings, dedicated parking and the most
amenity-rich location in Silicon Valley make it
ideal for growing technology and professional
service firms,” said Jan Sweetnam, Federal
Realty’s Western Region Chief Operating Officer.
With Santana Row’s location directly off
Interstate 280 and proximity to residential
neighborhoods and office parks in Palo Alto,
Mountain View, Sunnyvale, Cupertino, Santa
Clara, and throughout Silicon Valley, access and

compared to the increasingly congested Highway
101 corridor. A shuttle directly from the Diridon
Station will provide quick access to Caltrain. Six
completely private bathrooms with showers are
designed to make bicycle commuting easy and
convenient. The project will include a private,
secure underground parking structure with over
700 spaces for tenants in 500 Santana Row. In
addition to 20 restaurants, Santana Row itself
features a 30,000 square-foot premium fitness
club, extensive conference facilities at the Hotel
Valencia, and over 800 homes.

SIGNIFICANT TRANSACTION:
ACCO AT BRIDGEPOINTE OFFICE PARK
ACCO Brands signed a lease on 22,164 square feet of office space at
Bridgepointe Office Park in September of this year. Bridgepointe, a 130,000
square foot project, is represented by Jon Mackey, Graham Woodall and
John Kraft with Newmark Cornish & Carey. ACCO Brands, manufacturer
of brand name office products, moved into the space looking to attract
new talent to their Kensington Computer Products division by moving
to San Mateo.
“Companies from various industries in different stages of growth
are committing to San Mateo, which signals the future strength of the
92/101 Corridor market,” said Mackey, as reported by the Silicon Valley
Business Journal.

transportation will be a significant advantage
Mackey also shared that existing Bridgepointe tenants Act-On, FirstRain
and 11Main, among others, have also been expanding at the center.
ACCO Brands will officially join them in January of 2015.
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SOLD: FORMER
PYRAMID
ALEHOUSE AT
1029 K ST. AND
1020 11TH ST. IN
SACRAMENTO
1029 K Street and 1020 11th Street in downtown Sacramento, comprising
21,000 square feet of partially occupied office space and 10,000
square feet of retail space, which was formerly the Pyramid Alehouse
and restaurant until March of 2013, was sold to Sutter Capital Group in
November of this year.
The purchase for the two buildings, on the same parcel, included the
51-stall parking lot at 1122 I Street. 1029 K, otherwise known as the
Ransohoff Building, dates to 1911 and has four stories with offices in
converted residential units on the upper three floors, as reported by the
Sacramento Business Journal.
The two buildings have a combined square footage of 46,000 square feet
and also include a conference center that will continue to be leased out
for events, according to Burke Fathy of Sutter Capital.
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GLOBALLY MINDED
LOCALLY FOCUSED
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Newmark Grubb Knight Frank is one of the world’s leading commercial real estate advisory firms. Operating from more
than 330 offices on five continents, Newmark Grubb Knight serves the property needs of tenants, owners, investors and
developers worldwide.
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